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Abstract - With the rising demand for incorporating smartness over a security operation in networking
technologies, Software Defined Network (SDN) has been witnessed to be extensively researched. SDN is one
of the integral parts of operation in large scale networking operations e.g., Internet-of-Things (IoT), owing
to its highly flexible communication protocols and centralized controlling features. Although there has been
an extensive review of literature towards the security aspect of SDN, they do not offer full-fledged solutions
especially if the adversary is unknown. Therefore, the proposed manuscript presents a novel framework
capable of identifying the degree of severity of the attack from the rate of request message originated from
a switch of SDN node and offers a decisive operation of resisting such malicious flows using an auxiliary
agent. The auxiliary agent resides in the data plane and works alongside a switch to identify and confirm
malicious flow. This information is further updated to the SDN controller, which can further take action
that leads to isolating the adversary and allowing only flows with validated legitimacy. The study outcome
shows, the proposed system excels better both in security and communication performance.
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1. Introduction
With the advancement of networking technologies, there is also a parallel rise of the adversaries and threats over
large scale networks [1]. In order to make the network operate smarter and more efficiently, (SDN) has played a
contributory role [2][3]. Being an emerging architecture, SDN offers adaptable and cost-effective features that
separate the forwarding plane from the control plane. An SDN architecture is characterized by agility, centrally
manageable, direct programmable, support towards open standard, etc. [4]. However, deployment of SDN
architecture also invites various threats of various degrees of severity as very often; the attacks and threats are
novel forms targeting the SDN controller system. The attacker usually targets the SDN controller node as it retains
all sensitive information about the complete network. Therefore, compromising one SDN controller will mean
compromising all the nodes that are connected to this SDN controller. There have been various studies being
carried out towards securing SDN architecture [5][6], and it has been seen that there are mainly three different
security issues that are required to be controlled effectively, e.g., i) offering availability of services hosted by the
network, ii) safeguarding the system integrity, and iii) safeguarding the data confidentiality. It is evident that the
SDN controller is an integral part of the security system, and it is required to precisely configured them as they
can block the routing request as well as a specific route which are found to be vulnerable. It is also required for
an SDN controller to carry out sufficient validation with a trusted platform.
There are various forms of attacks and vulnerabilities on the SDN system. From the viewpoint of attacks over data
planes, the adversary can illegitimately access the physical medium from the network itself, leading to making
the host a victim. Some examples of attacks over data plane in SDN are denial-of-service attack, man-in-middle
attack, replay attack, etc. The attacks on the controller system lead to a rogue controller node, which led them to
construct forged entries without being tracked by any engineers. There are different layers in SDN, and all of them
have a very discrete demand for security. One such security demand is a configuration error. If this problem is not
addressed, then it leads to the invitation of different other security threats. Denial-of-Service is one of the
frequently reported attacks which use a flooding approach over the switch as well as over the controller, and hence
complete layers of SDN will get affected. In the presence of any form of attacks over policy enforcement, the
severity of the attack increases multifold over the entire upper three layers of SDN. In the case of authorization-
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based intrusion, there is a higher possibility of restricted access to the controller system. Therefore, it is essential
that to secure the complete environment of SDN, all the components within its architecture are also required to be
protected. The essential target for any research idea is basically to protect the SDN controller from different forms
of adversaries as the complete network, and this controller manages its associated operation. It is necessary to
secure the complete operating system as any appearance of a state of compromise of the SDN controller will also
lead to the vulnerability of the complete network connected to the controller. Existing studies also work towards
encryption mechanisms in order to resist the intrusion of the adversarial flow of data while the emphases of the
majority of the study are towards isolating the threats and protecting identity management [7] [8] [9]. However,
existing approaches are never found at par with the increasing security threats. Therefore, the proposed system
introduces a novel framework of a secured SDN architecture. The organization of this manuscript is as follows:
Section 2 discusses the existing research techniques towards securing SDN while briefing of the identified
research problem is carried out in Section 3. The proposed solution and its research methodology are discussed in
Section 4, while the discussion of algorithm implementation is carried out in an elaborative way in Section 5. The
obtained results of the simulation are briefed in Section 6, while a summary of the work is briefed in Section 7 as
a conclusion.
2. Related Work
This section briefs about the existing studies towards security in SDN to continue our prior work [10]. The work
carried out by Dai et al. [11] has addressed the problems associated with securing the hypervisor by using a tenant
network for better access control. Considering different case studies of underwater vehicle networks, Eng et al.
[12] have implemented a mechanism that can perform the identification of various dynamic conditions associated
with system identification that contributes towards better network control. The adoption of blockchain towards
securing SDN over the 5G network was carried out by Gao et al. [13]. The authors have used a trust model in
order to offer secure communication in the network. Guo et al. [14] have used a deep reinforcement learning
scheme for securing the communication in IoT when deployed alongside with SDN. The emphasis of the study is
on data security with the aid of historical information from the traffic. Han et al. [15] have developed a framework
that is capable of assessing the security aspect of the SDN over the cloud IoT system. The contribution of the
security orchestration was studied by Hermosilla et al. [16], which is developed for intrusion detection systems in
SDN along with Network function virtualization. A study towards mitigation a direct attack over SDN
infrastructure was carried out by Li et al. [17], where the idea is to thwart the man-in-middle attack over an IoT
architecture. The author has also used a bloom filter for performing encryption. Lin et al. [18] have developed a
secure framework in SDN where the implementation is carried out using permutation of contents exclusively
meant for transport security. Liu et al. [19] have developed a scheme which uses a mechanism for reduced delay
where the integer linear formulation is carried out in order to offer enhanced data transfer security. Adoption of
blockchain is also reported in the work of Medhane et al. [20], where the architecture of the SDN is rendered
secured concerning its gateway operation. Consideration of the healthcare sector, along with data security, while
sharing the informative contents over an SDN, is seen in the work of Meng et al. [21]. According to the study, the
gateway system is incorporated with a novel firewall system which carries out authentication mechanism over
different test environment. Ravi et al. [22] have developed a semi-supervised learning-based approach to prevent
Distributed Denial-of-Service using cloud-based SDN architecture. Shafi et al. [23] have addressed the problem
of anomaly detection where the controller system of SDN is run over fog computing, considering a case study of
the IoT environment. The work carried out by Shahreza, and Ganjali [24] has addressed the issues associated with
the identification of the scan for horizontal port over the home network. With the aid of the rate of dynamic
sampling, the system renders low overhead over the controller. A unique work carried out by Sood et al. [25] has
used mathematical modeling using the response time of the controller to carry out observation towards improving
the security system of SDN when deployed over SDN architecture in IoT using proof of concept. A similar
methodology has also been seen in the work of Yazdinejad et al. [26], where blockchain has been used for
incorporating both security features as well as energy-efficient design over SDN architecture concerning its
controller. The study outcome shows that it offers better security in comparison to the conventional blockchainbased approach. The work carried out by Yuan et al. [27] has used a secret sharing mechanism in order to forward
secured data for effective control over the attacks of varied kinds. The work of Zarca et al. [28] [29] has developed
a comprehensive architecture of the security, considering network function virtualization for dealing with existing
cybersecurity problems over IoT architecture that uses SDN. The author has used a honeynet strategy in order to
address this problem. Therefore, there exist different ranges of methodologies in current research work towards
securing SDN architecture where each work has its own merits as well as constraint/limitation. The next section
briefs about the identified research problem.
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3. Research Problem
After reviewing the existing security approaches over an SDN architecture, following issues have been identified
to be addressed in proposed solution viz. i) Majority of the approaches are based on pre-defined attack
characteristic, which offers narrowed scope of security enhancement towards other attackers, ii) the major
components of the study are mainly core architecture of SDN and very often essential components (e.g., switch,
which his responsible for forwarding routing request) is ignored iii) the studies towards identification and resisting
the dynamic threats over the flow is yet to be considered in the existing approach. The next section discusses the
proposed solution towards resisting this flow-related threat over SDN architecture.
4. Research Methodology
The prime aim of the proposed system is to offer secure communication from the control plane to the data plane
and application plane in existing SDN architecture when deployed over an IoT ecosystem. The idea is to ensure
that switches that are present in the data plane should transmit the request of routing most securely towards the
control plane while the routes for the newly arrived request are decided by the control plane, which further
allocates rules of direction considering the presence of an application on the upper plane of application.

Algorithm for Flow
Rate Configuration

Algorithm for
Identification of
Vulnerable Spot

Adversary detection by flow

Algorithm for
Security

Adversary Prevention by
Algorithm
Reforwarding

Perform flow
listening

Analyzing threat
Construct
configuration

Perform access
control

SDN Controller

Auxiliary Agent
Figure 1 Proposed Architecture for Securing SDN

Figure 1 highlights the proposed architecture, which states uses an auxiliary agent in the data plane forwarding
the secured routing request from switches towards the control plane. This request is initially listened to, followed
by constructing an explicit configuration. The configuration information is further used in the application plane
for performing the decision of reforwarding, followed by the analysis of the degree of severity of the presence of
threats from incoming flow information. Finally, access control is designed, which isolates the vulnerable traffic
flow in the IoT environment. The complete modelling is designed using two sets of operations where the first set
performs detection of adversary flow, and the second set performs the prevention of an algorithm using three
discrete algorithms. The discussion of algorithms follows in the next section.
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5. Algorithm Implementation
This part of the paper discusses the algorithm that has been implemented in the proposed system in order to offer
a secure connection towards the dynamic access induced by the software-defined network when deployed over an
IoT. The idea is mainly to resist the dissemination of malicious users over the traffic flow. The complete idea of
the proposed system is mechanized with the help of three sequential algorithms, as discussed below:
5.1 Algorithm for Flow Rate Configuration
The first algorithm is mainly responsible for the configuration of the flow rate, which takes the input of f (flow of
message) and T (time slots) that, after processing, yields an outcome of α (rate of switch request) and β (similarity
coefficient of the switch). The proposed system utilizes the rate of request for the switch to evaluate the degree of
vulnerability present in the burst over data plane. This is the first operation where the configuration is carried out
towards evaluating traffic flow features before detecting an attacker. The steps of the algorithm are as follows:
Algorithm for Flow Rate Configuration
Input: f (flow of message), T (time slots)
Output: α (rate of switch request), β (similarity coefficient of the switch)
Start
1. For i=1: fmax
2. For j=1: T
3.

𝛼 𝑡

∑

4.

𝛽 𝑡

∑

.𝜋

5. End
6. [α, β]t= γ[h, (1-h)]
7. End
End
The operation taking place in the algorithm mentioned above is as follow:

Figure 2 Process flow of Flow Rate Configuration
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The proposed system uses this configuration while attempting to catch hold of an attacker's presence in the traffic
flow. For this purpose, a time slot T is used with a uniform length of σ. It also represents the timeout value during
the idle period. The algorithm considers that for the given maximum flow message fmax (Line-1), it considers all
the time slots T (Line-2). The algorithm considers a variable τ, which retains all the information associated with
the data packets forwarded from the ith switch to order to compute the rate of switch request α for a specific
instance of t timeslot as shown in Line-3. The variable Φ represents the number of requests of routing from the ith
switch. The next part of the algorithm implementation is to compute the similarity coefficient of the switch β
(Line-4). In this phase of operation, the algorithm evaluates the number of data packets in the flow, the address of
source node, the duration of the flow, and purpose fields associated with the variable ρ that represents the
eliminated packet from the flow. The ith switch receives the messages in order to compute this similarity
coefficient, as shown in Line-4. In this computation, there is a variable π, which is computed by dividing the
number of similar packets with the difference of duration of flow and number of messages. The proposed
algorithm considers a proportion of the data distributed from the matrix α and β for the ith switch, represented by
a variable h (Line-6). The proposed system implements a function γ that uses a statistical measure of the real value
of the data distribution in such a way that the probability of the value will always be within the limit of the value
defined by h variable. Therefore, the probability statistical value of α is equivalent to γ(h), and that of β is
equivalent to γ(1-h) as shown in Line-6. Therefore, the outcome of the algorithm is a configured value of α(T)
and β(T), which is a direct representation of the highest permissible rate of request as well as the lowest
permissible similarity coefficient associated with the flow of the ith switch.
5.2 Algorithm for Identification of Vulnerable Spot
This algorithm is responsible for performing the identification of the vulnerable spot in the nodes, where the term
spot will represent the ingress port of the victim node. The idea of this algorithm is to identify the position of the
ports of the vulnerable node in SDN deployed in the IoT ecosystem. The algorithm takes similar input as the prior
algorithm and gives the output in the form of ψ (position of vulnerable spot). The steps of the algorithm are as
follows:
Algorithm for Identification of Vulnerable Spot
Input: f (flow of message), T (time slots)
Output: ψ (position of vulnerable spot)
Start
1. For i=1: fmax
2. For j=1: T
3.
Compute α(t)
4.
If αi(t)> αi(T)
5.
compute β(t)
6.
If β i(t)> βi(T)
7.
compute βi,k(t)
8.
Else
9.
Vulnerable spot, ψ= ψ+1
10.
End
11.
End
12. End
13. End
End
For all the maximum flow (Line-1) and all timeslot (Line-2), the algorithm performs the computation of the rate
of ith switch request using the prior algorithm (Line-3). Once this is done, the next step will be to find out of the
obtained instantaneous rate αi(t) is greater than the cumulatively configured rate αi(T) (Line-4). In that case, the
algorithm carries out the next step of computation of the similarity score β(t) (Line-5). This operation is carried
out to check the vulnerable condition of the ith switch due to the incoming flow of traffic. All the associated
information of the flow can be extracted from the matrix, which retains statistical information about the ith switch
directly from the controller. However, the computation of the similarity score is slightly different from the
mechanism carried out in Line-4 in the prior algorithm. In this case (Line-5), the algorithm uses a similar length
of timeslot σ, number of packets that entered in the ith switch, and it also considers the cumulative value of the
number of similar packets divided by duration it has come over specific observation flow. The proposed system
compared the similarity coefficient βi(t) of the ith switch for instantaneous time t with the cumulative value of
similarity score βi(T). Suppose the conditional statement shown in Line-6 is found to be valid that it will represent
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the possibility of vulnerable traffic flow with a higher possibility of the adversary in it. Hence, the similarity score
is evaluated, as shown in Line-7, considering all the incoming flow information present in ith switch for ingress
port k. However, the confirmation of the attacked ingress port is determined otherwise (Line-8), and the position
of port ψ is confirmed.

Figure 3 Process Flow of Identification of Vulnerable Spot

5.3 Algorithm for Security
This is the continuation of the prior mitigation algorithm, where the idea is to perform isolation of attack over
SDN. For this purpose, the proposed system considers the presence of an auxiliary node that receives the
information from the prior algorithm. This algorithm finally helps identify the degree of threat and create a matrix
of legitimate links and illegitimate links information. This link information is used for allowing or resisting the
malicious traffic over the SDN and thereby protect the complete network from the intrusion.
Algorithm for Security
Input: f (flow of message)
Output: η1 (legitimate link matrix), η2 (illegitimate link matrix)
Start
1. For i=1: fmax
2. If g1(k1)=g2(k2)
3. check c[g1(k1), g2(k2)]
4. If c<Th
threshold
5.
g1(k1) is a part of η1
6. Else
7.
g1(k1) is a part of η2
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8. End
9. End
End
The algorithm needs to have enough capability to identify the malicious flow dynamically. It is also not feasible
to allocate the flow information of incoming traffic associated with each adversary flow to address the vulnerable
spot. Therefore, the proposed system initially forwards the vulnerable flow from the vulnerable spot towards the
auxiliary node, a software agent meant for processing the information for formulating the decision to be given to
the controller. Based on the evaluation, the auxiliary node allocates the information of the flow over the switch,
which is detected to be vulnerable to resist flows of the adversary. After obtaining the reforwarding command,
the packets with a very low similarity coefficient are forwarded to the auxiliary node. This operation results in the
halt of malicious packets on vulnerable spots associated with control and data planes in SDN architecture. It is to
be noted that the inclusion of the auxiliary node offers an extensive advantage as they are more potential towards
addressing problems of the illegitimate data packet. The auxiliary node is not programmed to update its
information about attacks to the SDN controller, and therefore, this algorithm contributes towards updating the
controller.
The algorithm considers all the flow of traffic (Line-1) as an input while after processing, it generates an outcome
of η1 (legitimate link matrix), η2 (illegitimate link matrix). The algorithm initially checks if the number of
incoming information in the flow g1(k1) has connected outgoing information about the g2(k2) (Line-2). In such a
case, the algorithm checks if the number of data counters c and performs the comparison. If the counter value c is
found to be less than a certain threshold Th than the study confirms that incoming information of the flow g1(k1)
is part of legitimate link matrix η1 (Line-5), or else it is considered as illegitimate link matrix η2 (Line-7). Fig.4
shows the flow of the proposed algorithm.

Evaluate Traffic
Flow

Assess active egress
spots

Access ingress port

Apply Algorithm-2

Similarity Coefficient
estimation

Check if g1(k1) is part of
η1
legitimate link matrix

Check if g1(k1) is part of
η2
illegitimate link matrix

Use link matrix on
switch
Figure 4 Process Flow of Proposed Security
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6. Result Analysis
This section discusses the simulated outcome of the proposed study. Scripted in MATLAB, the proposed system
assesses multiple networking environments in order to obtain this outcome. The analysis is carried out by
comparing the conventional IoT based environment and the proposed SDN based IoT environment. However, for
an effective benchmarking, the study outcome is compared with standard OpenFlow based security protocol [30]
and recent work carried out by Yin et al. [31] towards resisting denial of service attack termed as DaD in this
analysis. The work carried out by Nobakht et al. [30] has developed a policy-based flow monitoring system where
OpenFlow is used for security. The approach presented by Yin et al. [31] has used a concept of where different
components of SDN and IoT are linked together using gateway while a similar-based approach (Cosine) is applied
for assessing the inbound packet flow for assessing vulnerability. Both the work has the best match with the
research goal of the proposed system and hence chosen for comparative analysis.

Figure 5 Comparative Analysis of Delay

Figure 6 Comparative Analysis of No. of Malicious Node
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The outcome is shown in Figure 5, and Figure 6 highlights that the proposed system offers better delay
performance as well as effective in reducing the number of malicious requests, respectively, for increasing
iteration as compared to the existing approach. This is because the OpenFlow-based security approach [30] has
been using policy rules for access, which is highly time and resource-consuming for the increasing number of
ports. Apart from this, the rules are not updated at an equal interval, which results in missing the identification of
malicious nodes. Hence, it offers poor delay and lesser capability to reduce the request of the malicious node. The
approach developed by Yin et al. [31] has overcome this problem by creating a controller pool which connects
multiple IoT domains with the cloud concerning its switches. Hence, they demand lesser time to perform this
communication; however, the information obtained from switches is assessed only on the local level, and these
updates are only passed on to different domains when anyone requests. Hence, they have a reduced rate of
detecting malicious nodes if the adversary migrates to a different domain. However, the proposed system has an
integrated gateway system directly connected to switches causing a significant reduction in delay. Further, the
information from the switch request is assessed rigorously concerning its flow rate followed by computation of
multiple parameters, e.g., the proportion of valid samples, number of messages terminated from flow, similarity
coefficient, and all this information are consistently updated among switches leading to higher detection rate. This
contributes to lowering the number of malicious requests.

Figure 7 Comparative Analysis of Overhead

Figure 8 Comparative Analysis of Processing Time
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Figure 7 and Figure 8 highlights the comparative analysis of overhead and processing time, where a similar trend
of outcomes are observed for both proposed and existing system (OpenFlow, DaD). The lesser overhead of the
proposed system is because all the flow packets are accountable in the proposed switching system, and there is no
scope of any surplus message to bypass the switch. This phenomenon is not present in the existing system. The
lower processing time of the proposed system is because the complete process of detection and mitigation is highly
progressive, and there is no inclusion of any form of dependencies of iterative operation. Apart from this, the
complete process of attack mitigation is carried out in more straightforward steps using simplified conditional
logic. This contributes towards reducing algorithm processing time with increased iteration also, which is not
found in the existing system. Hence, the proposed system exhibits cost-efficient security behavior using simplified
and novel SDN architecture deployed on the IoT ecosystem.
7. Conclusion
Security is always a concern for the SDN based architecture, and despite various research attempts, it has been
found that conventional SDN architecture is not ready to be deployed over the large-scale distributed network like
IoT. Therefore, the proposed system introduces a novel framework for offering resistance to attack, which is
dynamic and represents in the form of flow. Developed using three sequential algorithms, the proposed system
has a detection module and a mitigation module. The detection module, after computing the degree of severity of
attack from the request message generated from a switch, is forwarded to the auxiliary node, which lies in the data
plane, and it is responsible for updating the controller about all vulnerable events. Hence without any loss of
resources and exhaustion of operation in any planes of SDN, the proposed system offers a good balance between
communication performance and secure communication in SDN when deployed in an IoT environment.
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